We discuss the statistical mechanics of quark-confining strings with an appropriate measure in path space. The present study strongly indicates the existence of a phase transition in the string system.
The idea that quarks are connected by string-like objects is preferred as a model of hadrons_n Such a picture is used to account for the hadron mass spectrums and the quark-confinement.
In particular, Wilson's lattice gauge theory') is used by Kogut and Susskind in the Hamiltonian formalism 3 l to show the existence of stringlike configuration of gauge field. His lattice gauge theory has been related with the string model in the action formalism. <l In this short note, we study a statistical mechanics of such strings immersed in a heat bath at temperature T. Firstly we set up an appropriate measure in path space to take account of the entropy. We show that thermodynamical functions have a singularity characteristic of string system. We assume that a quark and an antiquark are connected by a string with zero thickness, and that the pair creation and annihilation of quarks are forbidden.
The energy of a string is proportional to its length E = e ·l (string length) , (1) where e is a constant determined by another theory. When the temperature of this system is absolute zero, the shortest path length connecting the quarks gives the potential energy. But when the temperature becomes finite, longer paths give some effects on the potential energy. Let us study the effects of finite temperature. The partition function is given by Zqq(/3,x)= ~ exp(-/3·e·l), all path (2) where x is the distance between a quark and an antiquark. This partition function is a function of x as well as /3 ( = 1/T).
To simplify the summation, we discretize the space into cubic lattices, while we leave the time continuous. The dimensionality of lattice space is denoted by D. A pair of quark and antiquark is set in the first axis at the distance of m in lattice unit a (x=m·a).
If the strings are allowed to go through the same lattice link more than once, the path number with length n connecting the quarks is given by
We note (2D)-"IJ(n,m) is the probability where a is the lattice constant. We estimate the summation, using the form (4) and changing the summation by integration,
Zqq(f/,m) =J:dt(2nt)-Df 2
Xexp( _P 2 7 2 -t(af/e-ln2D)). (6) When fJ is sufficiently small, longer-path effects become important, and we can change the integration region J;;; to JO'.
where K. is the second kind Bessel function. Especially for D = 3, .f3 1 When fJ is sufficiently large, the righthand side of (6) is dominated by the lower limit of the integral region and is estimated by ,.,__ (2nm)-Df 2 exp ( -m(fle·a-ln 2D) ).
(12)
The thermodynamical functions are given by
Eqq(f/, x) -----e·x+o(J). (13)
These formulae imply that the quarkconfining potential is dominated by the shortest path connecting the quarks, as we have mentioned before.
In the expressions (7) and (11) which hold for small {3, there is a singularity at
fJ=ln2Djae(=flc).
This results from the fact that the summation (5) diverges for fJ<flc· In the statistical mechanics such a singularity indicates the existence
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Vol. 64, No. 5 of a phase transition, and we should not use the expressions beyond the singularity point. For a sufficiently large but finite {3, we again encountered with a singularity in the process of letting a (lattice constant) small. We can avoid this singularity by keeping a finite or introducing a finite thickness for strings.
Remember that our measure in path space is such that paths are allowed to go through the same lattice link more than once. If the theory does not allow such paths, our measure becomes an approximation of the real one.
The singularity appearing in the thermodynamical functions results from the exponentially increasing measure for long-length paths.
If the measure is expressed as "Vexp ( C (D) ·l) dl for large l, the singularity appears at
With the approximated measure, we get the approximated value for C (D) "V ln (2D). The probability of random walk which goes through the same lattice link more than once becomes smaller in higher dimensional spaces. 5 ) Hence the approximation becomes better in higher dimensional spaces. . The critical dimension is 2. For D<2, the random walk is recurrent, 5 > therefore we cannot ignore such paths. For D>2, the random walk is transitive, and the number of such paths is negligible compared with the number of all paths.
In this paper, we have presented a statistical treatment of quark-confining strings. The quark-confining potential is expressed as a thermodynamical function, that is free energy. In the low temperature limit the potential is a linearly increasing function of distance, but m higher temperature, the potential becomes weaker. Thermodynamical functions have a singularity at the point P' c = ln 2D'/ ae.
Our research suggests the existence of a phase transition in the string system and the break-down of string picture beyond the singularity point.
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